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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Read the full details of Legal Disclaimers, Terms and Conditions see Appendix A.
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Coin Distribution through Fibonacci's Golden Ratio
Why Fibonacci Golden Ratio?
Language of Nature is Mathematics
Used to show the Natural Trends on the Markets
Fibonacci's Golden Ratio
Golden Ratio Swing Table
V∆ = P%∆ - C%∆ = Positive or Negative
The Beat Does Not Need to Go On!
Coin Distribution and the Block Split Swing Range
Block Split Range Table Example – 70% Miners / 30% Operations
PoAM, Block Split Favors the Miners
Miner's Side Coin Distribution
M%TRQ = +5% or -5% from last block (see Block Range Split Table)
Calculating the Activity Factor
1. P%Δ
2. C%Δ
3. S
4. ShiftedP%Δ
5. ShiftedC%Δ
6. V%δ
7. VΔ
Formulas for the Activity Factor
Percent Change “%Δ” = ((B - A ) / A) x 100
TrūQoin Percent Change = %Δ = (B - A ) / A
P%Δ = Business Product Side Percent Change
P%Δ = (ProductB - ProductA ) / ProductA
C%Δ = DEX Side Percent Change
C%Δ = (CoinB - CoinA ) / CoinA
V%δ = Volume Percent Difference
Percent Difference Formula
(%δ)= ( |n1−n2| / (n1+n2 / 2) ) × 100
TrūQoin Volume Percent Difference Formula
V%δ = ( |P%Δ - C%Δ| ) / C%Δ
Shift into the Positive
Shift Amount = S = (|P%Δ| + |C%Δ| ) + 1
NewP%Δ = S + P%Δ = SP%Δ
NewC%Δ = S + C%Δ = SC%Δ
V%δ = (|NewP%Δ - NewC%Δ| ) / C%Δ
VΔ = Greater Change in Volume Sets the Direction
P%Δ - C%Δ = VΔ or -VΔ = POS or NEG
Solve for AΦ
AΦ =(V%δ x VΔ)/|VΔ| Results Example - Activity Factor Table
Market Analysis Two Sales Channels
Block Power Number
Total Sales Volume (TSV)
TSV = TPS + CVS
Block Power
BP = TSV / TNC
Halving Effect - Block Power Value Increase
BP = TSV / (50% X TNC) = 2 X BP
Activities that are Positive for Business
Activities that are Negative for Business
Corrective, Not Punitive
Reducing Negative Activities
Other Corrective Points
Miner Activities Points – Market / DEX On-Boarding System "DOBS"
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Miner Activities Points – Staking Wallet
Other Miner Activities Points– TRON DAO Community Activities & Eco-system
Miner's Mining Points
Points = TA + MA
Miner's Mining Power
Selected Mining Position Chart
Example One Example Two Calculate Miner's Mining Power
Mining Power = MP = Points X Position
Total Global Mining Power
Power = “Miner#1-MP” + “Miner#2-MP” + “Miner#3-MP” + …
Coin Per Point
CPP = M%TRQ / Power
Chart Swing Between Miners and Operations
Mined Coin Split Miner /Operations
TrūQoin Blocks
Pre Mined First Blocks – 0001 to 0003
Pre Mined Table
Faster Completion of Mined Blocks
Analysis of Pre Mined - Block# 0001
Block# 0001 Calculations
Block# 0001 – Golden Ratio Swing
First Block Notes
Subsequent Blocks – 0005 to 2600
Market or DEX-On-Boarding System “DOBS”– Sets the Market Price
DOBS Increases the Perceived Value of TrūQoin
DOBS Rules
Market / DEX-On-Boarding System Catch Projections Chart
Market DEX-On-Boarding System Catch Price Chart
TrūQoin Disbursements
Private Sale
1% NFT Club - 1% ofOperations Allocation of TrūQoin
1% NFT Club Projections
Staking Wallet for Points
Increase TrūQoin Value through Scarcity
Ideal Situation
Rules
Points Formula ( TRQ X C X S )
Count-Multi
Stake-Multi
Ending a Stake Wallet Anytime
Features
Two Stake Wallets
Stake Points
Example Count-Multi
Count-Multi Increase
Count-Multi and Base Points
Example Stake-Multi
Notes:
Stake Wallet Points
StakeWalletPoints B0005-Stake-10 with 100 TRQ
StakeWalletPoints B0005-Stake-100 with 100 TRQ
Notes
Stake Block Points
Stake Block Points Formula
Stake Wallet Naming Convention
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TrūQoin White Paper
®

©

TrūQoin® represents a unique value proposition that directly links TrūIQ Global’s productbased business to a new cryptocurrency with intrinsic value. The method of linking product
sales and similar ‘positive activities’ to TrūQoin is called "Activity Mining” and will result in
increased real and perceived coin value for TrūIQ® Members.

Introduction
TrūIQ Global launched in January 2019 and is a growing American business that makes and its
unique health products in the United States and sells them globally. By leveraging blockchain
technology to enhance the business performance by rewarding people active in building value in
the business; including the business staff, customers, distributors, retailers, or anyone that does
anything to create what the business deems as favorable to the growth of the business. Such
"Positive Activities" will translate into a positive effect of the TrūQoin value in the
cryptocurrency markets.
Not an Initial Coin Offering "ICO"
TrūIQ Global is not a start-up. Therefore, this TrūQoin cryptocurrency project does not raise
funds in an Initial Coin Offering "ICO." Although an ICO is effective in raising money to launch
business start-ups, these start-ups see coins as just a way to represent the value of the business,
just as the stock would represent the value of the company.
Not Coins as Shares
The Initial Coin Offering "ICO" is a way to launch a company and raise money for that company.
Each coin would represent a share of the pro ts or a percentage of goods and services and is
somewhat akin to holding stock in a company. ICOs are an excellent way to raise funds for a
start-up, but the use of ICOs has now slowed since the similarity with Initial Stock Offering
"ISO" has placed it in the headlights of the Securities and Exchange Commission "SEC" for
regulation.
Unique Niches - Activity Mining Rewards Positive Activities
TrūQoin is not raising money in an ICO, not securitizing any debt, and it is not issuing Coins as
shares. Instead, TrūQoin is rewarding active TrūIQ members through a unique crypto Proof-ofActivities-Mining cryptocurrency model called called "Activity Mining." TrūQoin's Activity
Mining model adds value to the TrūIQ business by mirroring the most successful
cryptocurrency mining model. Bitcoin!
TrūQoin mirrors the Bitcoin mining model, and at the same time, we leverage other blockchain
innovations and architectures for our new approach that ll a unique niche.
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What Make Bitcoin And Other Coins Unique
The Bitcoin mining model created value from its proof-of-work concept, that rewards miners for
their activities that create Bitcoin translate to increased value on the crypto markets. Likewise,
TrūQoin uses Proof-of-Activity-Mining to create TrūQoin that translates to increased value on
the crypto markets.
We have seen many coins go on crypto markets and hope to do what Bitcoin has done and
create value through acceptance. Bitcoin has achieved this acceptance primarily because
Bitcoin was rst to market and is fast approaching a Trillion dollar market cap.
Bitcoin has led the way in being unique out of thousands of other coins on the market. The top
100 coins have achieved acceptance for being rst in what makes those coins unique. Ethereum,
as an example, is an open-source project that was rst to add "Smart Contracts." That unique
innovation has consistently placed Ethereum in the number two spot on crypto markets.
Another Coin in the top 25 coins is TRON. It is an open source clone of Ethereum and made its
mark in the marketplace with an improved consensus algorithm that allows it to process
hundreds of times faster than Ethereum. This faster speed allows TRON to process today, 30%
more transactions every day than Ethereum, and it can do much more. This speed innovation
will push TRON into the top 10 spots on the markets as Ethereum has tapped out its bandwidth
processing at 600 thousand transactions per day.
TRON also demonstrates that a clone of another coin (Ethereum) can also have something that
makes it unique. TRON changed the consensus algorithm made it many times faster. This
change made it unique enough to the world to allow it a place in the top 25 global coins, and by
being hundreds of times faster than Ethereum it is likely to become #2 as Ethereum hits its
transaction barrier. All of the top crypto Market coins are there because they ll a unique
niche.
Most cryptocurrencies do not hold their value because they were not equal to the hype and
failed to meet buyers’ expectations. When a coin does not appear to ll the niche as advertised,
people cease ‘believing’ in that coin, and when its promotional marketing falls, so does the value
of the coin. The marketing ends due to the lack of any substance behind the coin. The marketing
cry of those that say "look what happened to bitcoin" loses meaning when the new coin does not
act like Bitcoin in any way. The days of marketing-based coins are over. A new coin needs to ll a
need and demonstrates that the coins have a substance that can be valued.
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Creating Value
TrūQoin is focused on creating value for the TrūIQ business as well as for the TrūQoin (TRQ)
cryptocurrency. With the knowledge that the demand will grow for coins that demonstrate
value in their Utility, Scarcity, and Perceived Value.
Reference: https://masterthecrypto.com/guide-how-to-value-a-cryptocurrency/i
Utility
Coins must have a vital function (or use-case) to incentivize people to hold it for a
period of time rather than immediately trade it. Part of a coin's value comes from its
utility. The more uses the coin has, the more value it can have.. The highest level of
coin utility is when the coin is used as a "medium of exchange," allowing it to be
swapped for goods and services.
Scarcity
Scarcity refers to the nite nature of the coins' total supply possible in circulation. In
economics, a xed supply of any item will have its value increase over time if its
demand also increases. Therefore, when there is only a limited supply of coins in
circulation, and the demand increases, the resulting increase in value is due to
scarcity.
Perceived Value
Historically, a cryptocurrency is only as valuable as the markets deem it to be.
Therefore, the market perceived value of any coin will depend on core factors such as
clearly demonstrating that the coin meets consumer expectations and lls a unique
niche. Therefore, projects that persistently achieve the milestones set out in their
whitepaper will gain perceived value.
Backed Value- Security Token Offering "STO"
The crypto industry has evolved to create a straightforward way to raise money to launch a
company that does act as a Security and soon to be regulated as a stock-based company is
regulated. The Security Token Offering "STO" is a process similar to an ICO where an investor
exchanges at money (Securitized Debt Instruments) for coins or tokens representing their
investment. The distributed tokens fall under the status of securities as they are linked to an
underlying investment asset such as stocks, bonds, notes (including Federal Reserve Notes,
a.k.a. US Dollars), real estate investment trusts (REIT), or other Securitized Debt Instruments.
These Coin offerings are good ways to raise money, but they do not come close to tapping the
vast possibilities the blockchain technologies offer. When properly applied, these technologies
can be fully integrated into the business functions and propel the business value and the coin
value symbiotically.

i

https://masterthecrypto.com/guide-how-to-value-a-cryptocurrency/
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Stablecoin Value
Intrinsic value is shown in stablecoins, backed by stored assets, at currency, or similar
instruments of accepted value. Several US dollar-based stablecoins have entered the
exchanges, and the Stablecoin's utility is in the use-case as a "safe haven" for a crypto trader
that wants to sell a coin they believe is about to drop in price. Only to trade the US stablecoin
back for a coin the trader thinks is going up. The Stablecoin's scarcity is from its limited value
behind the coin. The Stablecoin's Perceived Value of a Stablecoin comes from the perceived
value of "what thing of value" is backing the coin. These stablecoins ll a need and can
demonstrate value, but their connection to at US dollars also makes them a Securitized Debt
Instrument and, no doubt, at some point will have capital gains consequences and more
regulations.
Algorithmic Stablecoins
Algorithmic Stablecoins are new to the crypto markets. These Stablecoins are a cryptocurrency
that achieves market price stability by algorithmically expanding and contracting the coin's
circulating supply in response to market behavior.
If the price of the Stablecoin begins falling beneath its pegged price, then the algorithm will
reduce the supply of coins in circulation, resulting in increased demand. Conversely, if the price
of the Stablecoin climbs above its pegged amount, the algorithm will release more coins into
circulation to devalue the coin.
This algorithm uses the Quantity Theory of Money "QTM," which says the general price level of
goods and services is directly proportional to the amount of money in circulation. If the money
supply in circulation doubles, then the cost of goods would double overtime, and by reducing the
money supply in circulation, the cost of goods would decrease proportionally.
Understanding how an algorithm can be used to peg the coin's price and adjust the money
supply does not offer any reward for the consensus of the price nor any independent value of
the coin on the market, just the pegged value. However, it shows that algorithms that affect the
coins' price are now used, but were tabu was just a few years.
Proof-of-Members (PoM)
The PoM model uses an algorithm to determine value based on the number of members that
have agreed to participate in the use of the coin. The core principle is that the more people use a
coin, the more valuable the coin is. The reward value model does not derive value from the
"work of mining"; the value is from the "work of growing the number of coin users." The people
receive an allotment of coins for the "work of joining," using, and adding more people to the
community as their reward. The Activity of the members is, in this case, is essential. If very few
members are active in using the coin, the value is also smaller than a coin where all the members
are using the coin.
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Reward Value Models - Consensus versus Algorithm
( PoW PoS vs PoM PoA)
Consensus-Based Value
Proof of Work and Proof of Stack models are used to solve the double-spend problem inherent
in electronic money. This solution is a reward for those involved in creating the value for the
coin from a process called mining.
Proof-of-Work (PoW)
Bitcoin uses Proof-of-Work ( PoW ) to show that the coin's value is tied to energy, time, and
computing power to create Bitcoin value. The PoW algorithm used to solve math puzzles to
validate transactions and keep the ledger of those transactions returns bitcoin as the reward is
called mining. The Bitcoin "Coin" itself is the reward for solving the puzzles that create a Mined
Block is the Bitcoin "Coin" itself.
Bitcoin's Perceived Value From PoW Mining Model
Bitcoin's mining model, called Proof-of-Work (PoW), made Bitcoin unique and showed that it
could prove that energy, time, and equipment were used to create the coin. As a result, the
Proof of Work in Bitcoin Mining has Utility, Scarcity, and Perceived Value, and therefore has
created the value.
Bitcoin's Utility
The mining reward is in Bitcoin. It pays the miners for the validation of transactions and
maintaining the blockchain.
Bitcoin's Scarcity
The total supply is limited to 21 million coins. Each day, the supply of new coins added to the
mining supply is reduced by 50% every 210,000 mined blocks and is called a Halving Event. The
Halving Event happens every four years, and the reduced amount of coins released increases
value and created more Scarcity.
Bitcoin's Perceived Value
It was the rst to market. When the rst exchanges came into existence, they provided a place
where people could turn Bitcoin into cash that they could spend. This perception of being able
to convert at any time to at money, "Cash Out," gave con dence to the Bitcoin user. There is
also a perception that the Bitcoin Mining Model also added to the value because it was secure
and private.
Proof-of-Stake (PoS)
A Proof-of-Stake system functions as a cryptographic proof of ownership and proof of vested
interest in the project's ongoing success. To participate in maintaining the network, nodes "lockup" native tokens using a smart contract, rendering them un-spendable for the allocated time.
Extending the consensus history on the blockchain is done by a deterministic algorithm that
randomly selects which nodes become validators for each new block. This randomized selection
process and stakeholders' vested interest (stored value) in the network disincentivizes
participants from attempting to sabotage history and choosing to undermine the system.
Ethereum (ETH) is a high-pro le example of a project that is currently in the process of
migrating away from Proof-of-Work "PoW" toward Proof-of-Stake "PoS."
TruQoin® White Paper; Copyright, 2021-2022, by Dan Lutz -
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The PoW and PoS are both types of consensus mechanisms designed to solve the issue of trust
between the participants of a blockchain network with a reward in coin for mining activity. It
does not matter which consensus mechanism is better because TrūQoin is not building a
blockchain network. Instead, TrūQoin uses an existing blockchain network.
Activity Reward Value Models
TrūQoin uses the TRON blockchain network to host our coin. The TRON blockchain is a clone of
Ethereum and has a much faster consensus algorithm. TrūQoin does not base rewards to the
participants on maintaining the trust conditions in running a consensus algorithm. Instead,
TrūQoin bases the reward on value creation activities for a business. TrūQoin's new Proof-ofActivity-Mining, the "POAM" model, will "Value Activities" and provide rewards from the
mining power generated from those activities valued by the business.
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Integrated Business Token
TrūQoin's integration of coin mining into the operation of the business will create a symbiotic
relationship between the coin's value on crypto markets and the value of the entire business.
What is good for the business is good for the coin.
What is good for the coin is good for the business.
Integration is through algorithms that re ect what is good/positive for the business: The
happiness of the Members, Reaching Goals Milestones, Business Activities, Member Growth,
Member activity, and Sales Volumes are but a few of many positive activities that the algorithms
use.
True Value - TrūQoin
The new coin must meet the challenge of creating "True Value" for the coin holders; as such, we
name this coin "TrūQoin ." TrūQoin will have Utility, Scarcity, and Perceived Value; through our
unique coin model, we call Proof-of-Activity-Mining (PoAM).
Proof-of-Activity-Mining Model (PoAM)
TrūQoin does not represent the worth of the business as stock in a corporation would; instead,
TrūQoin adds value to the existing business in a symbiotic way. TrūQoin achieves this by
connecting the TrūQoin value to the business activities that create value.
Many different activities create value for a business and the coin. However, our model will look
at two main types of activities. The rst activities are the Sales of products we call "Transaction
Activities." These Transaction Activities of a business are counted and measured as sales
volume from TrūIQ Global product sales, which are how the coins are mined from a block.
Second is the "Miner Activities," deemed by TrūIQ Global management to have a positive value
to the business, excluding corrective, negative activities.
Together these "Transaction Activities" and "Miner Activities" add value from the actions of the
Miners that add value to the business. These two activities together create value for both the
business and the coin and are structured in a unique mining model that mimics the structure of
the Bitcoin coin mining model.
Why Activity Has Value
Consider a business with zero workers, zero sales, and zero assets. We can say the business has
zero value. However, if the workers work and create products and sales, we can say the business
has value. Every business is different, and those activities that create value for each business
can be unique. Some may think that the total sales volume or the number of transactions would
be universal as Activity, but this is not necessarily the case. A business can have a million
transactions a day and still not stay in business. So we have to look at what Activity is valued and
what activities are not valued.
Business Activity Equals Coin Value
The TrūQoin PoAM model will demonstrate that by tying the Business Activity that creates The
TrūQoin PoAM model, the value is re ected in the coin market price by tying the Business
Activity that creates value in the business to TrūQoin's Utility, Scarcity, and Perceived Value.
TruQoin® White Paper; Copyright, 2021-2022, by Dan Lutz -
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Activity Utility Value
The active use of TrūQoin for payment shows value. When a transaction of tangible physical
goods, digital goods, and services are swapped for TrūQoin, the Utility becomes obvious.
Therefore TrūQoin can be swapped with TrūIQ Global's available products and services.
Activity Scarcity Value
The more Scarcity in the supply of coins, the more there is value in the coin. We achieve Scarcity
in two ways, rst, by capping the total supply to 21,000,000 total fungible coin units. This coin
supply re ects the same total number of coins in the Bitcoin total coin supply. Compared to
most crypto coins released, which have billions, trillions, or even higher numbers of the coin,
TrūQoins will seem as rare as Bitcoin. Second, by mining TrūQoins in a model inspired by the
success of Bitcoin mining. We will use a similar formula to release coins from a mined block. The
Bitcoin model shows us that the supply reduces by 50% every four years through its Halving
model, and reducing the available mined coin over time creates Scarcity through de ation. The
only difference is that Bitcoin completes a Block by solving a math problem, and TrūQoin is
using the number of transactions on the blockchain to complete the mining of the block.
Activity Reward Points System
Independent Mining Partners (IMP) receive Points for their business activity that creates value.
Both their sales Transaction Activities and Miner Activities will generate points. These points
determine the amount of coin each Miner receives from our mining system. To join in our
Mining TrūQoin, a TrūIQ Global Independent Business Partners (IBP) joins our Private Member
Association Mining Cooperative and starts generating points from their activities.
Activity Perceived Value
In general, activities that are seen as valuable by an observer add to the perceived value of a
coin. The more activities that create value for the business, the more the coin has value. These
activities will not directly represent value, but over time, the trends will re ect the overall
business value and thus re ect in the coin's market price—the greater the number of activities,
the greater the business value.
We will equate the principle that more transactions equal more coin value "P" to our new model
that states that all business activities "A" that create value for a business appear as the value in
the TrūQoin.
More Business Activity Equates to More Value:
Total Activity "A" = A1 + A2 + A3 …
In the Quantity Theory of Money,
M⋅V = P⋅T

If A = T, then M⋅V = P⋅A

Since T stands for the number of transactions per unit of time, we will assume the A = T value in
a new coin is determined by the people's perceived value from more business activity in the
form of "Transaction Activity."
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TrūQoin's PoAM Is Not the Typical Cryptocurrency Mining
PoAM is not the typical crypto mining that is crunching numbers and expending energy to show
work and reap the reward of the TrūQoin, but instead the work of the members doing activities
that increase the value of the business and then reap the reward in TrūQoin.
TrūQoin's PoAM Coin Supply
The PoAM mining model reduces the coin supply by 50% after the Halving Events occur every
100 blocks. The reduction in mined coins makes TrūQoin de ationary, as there is a set limit on
how many coins can be mined and produced. Once the limit of 21 million is reached, no more
TrūQoin can be mined. This Scarcity will make it harder to obtain as those who hold the
available TrūQoin will ask for increased prices.
Transactions of Burgers = Value of Activity
We can use an example of an Activity where a big business uses the Activity of serving burgers
to represent value.
“McDonalds measured its success in achieving 100 million burgers in 1958 served and 1 billion
in 1963, then the counter started adding billions a year until 99 Billion served in 1993. Then
they stopped counting and changed it to "Billions and Billions Served" (Emphasis on the word
“Served” ). McDonald's used the number of Transactions of burgers to show the value of the
activity of "serving" burgers. In other words, "served" is the activity that shows value.”iii
TrūQoin's Long Term Goal of One Billion Transactions
TrūQoin has a short-term goal of
5,460,000 total mining
Transactions (2,100 transactions
per block x 2,600 total blocks) that
will complete all mining of
TrūQoin's total supply of 21 million
coins, and the long-term goal of
One Billion Transactions of
TrūQoin is on the blockchain to
represent the integration of
TrūQoin into the world economy.

iii

https://www.thedailymeal.com/eat/has-mcdonald-s-really-sold-billions-and-billions-burgers
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Mirrored Value
TrūQoin aims to have its market value re ect the value of the business activity. TrūQoin value
will re ect all the Activities and mirror the value of the business activity by creating coins. The
value of the coins on the market creates links to sales of physical products and the swap of coins
on crypto markets.
TrūQoin's goal is to create a cryptocurrency that uses the growth of TrūIQ's product sales to
measure its value, which re ects in the markets.
Mirror Bitcoin Architecture
PoAM is a system modeled after the mining model of Bitcoin crypto mining but has little to do
with blockchain mining in creating coins. Instead, a trigger mechanism determined by the
business activity of selling products is the way to determine when the coin is released from a
block.
Technically, these coins are not mined but minted as needed based upon the algorithm that
counts the number of transactions, representing the business's sales activity. Therefore, each
Miner has points awarded to them for their Activity.
As with Bitcoin, TrūQoin Mining returns coins as a reward for the work done to create value.
The PoAM Mining system mines all 100% of TrūQoin. The total mined per block is divided
between the Independent Mining Partners "Miners" and the TrūQoin Operations, including the
TrūQoin Decentralized Exchange "DEX." The Miner's side ranges from 50% to 90% of all coins
mined from Points gathered from Product Sales Activities and the Operations side range from
10% up to 50% of all coin mined from the balance left from the Miners distribution.
When more transactions (Greater Value) happen on either the TrūIQ Product Sales channel or
the DEX Coin Sales channel, the PoAM algorithms create an Activity Factor (AΦ) that moves 5%
swing per block of mined coins from the Miner side to the Operations side and back again.
Mirror - TrūQoin Halving versus Bitcoin Halving
Since TrūQoin is mirroring the Bitcoin coin architecture, including the Halving, we will analyze
both.
Bitcoin Halving (From Investopia.com)iv
“After every 210,000 blocks mined, or roughly every four years, the block reward given to
Bitcoin miners for processing transactions is cut in half. This cuts in half the rate at which new
Bitcoin is released into circulation. This is Bitcoin's way of using a synthetic form of in ation
that halves every four years until all Bitcoin is released and is in circulation.
This system will continue until around the year 2140. At that point, miners will be rewarded
with fees for processing transactions that network users will pay. These fees ensure that miners
still have the incentive to mine and keep the network going. The idea is that competition for
these fees will cause them to remain low after halvings are nished.
iv https://www.investopedia.com/bitcoin-halving-4843769
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The halving is signi cant because it marks another drop in Bitcoin's dwindling nite supply. The
total maximum supply of Bitcoin is 21 million. At the time of writing, there are 18,361,438
Bitcoins already in circulation, leaving just 2,638,562 left to be released via mining rewards.
In 2009, the reward for each block in the chain mined was 50 Bitcoins. After the rst halving it
was 25, then 12.5, and it became 6.25 Bitcoins per block as of May 11th, 2020.3 To put this in
another context, imagine if the amount of gold mined out of the earth was cut In half every four
years. If gold's value is based on its scarcity, then a "halving" of gold output every four years
would theoretically drive its price higher.”iv

iv https://www.investopedia.com/bitcoin-halving-4843769
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from one block to the next.
Bitcoin Dif culty Factor Restores Balance
Bitcoin has a problem that would distort the release of Bitcoin, which can affect the value. The
PoW requires processing power to solve a mathematical problem, and the rate of processing
power increases over time. Therefore, the faster completion times for blocks would reduce the
Halving Event occurrence time. Bitcoin's solution was to add to their mining formula a
"Dif culty Factor" to adjust the mining rate at which a block is released and forces a four-year
halving cycle.
The bitcoin White Paper explains:
"To compensate for increasing hardware speed and varying interest in running nodes over time,
the proof-of-work dif culty is determined by a moving average targeting an average number of
blocks per hour. If they're generated too fast, the dif culty increases."iv
Difference Between Bitcoin's PoW and TrūQoin's PoAM Models
The PoAM model is not as concerned about the rate at which a Block is completed as a factor of
time as the Bitcoin PoW model does. Instead, the PoAM model's concern is that the sales
volume changes from one block to the next promotes an increase in Positive Activities that are
the driving forces that increase that volume. Therefore, we want the blocks to complete as fast
as possible to re ect sales volume.
Furthermore, we are concerned with the sales volume ratio is between business product sales
and coin sales. So we want there to be a balance that creates more coin value. The balance we
are concerned with is not about equal transactions or volume between the Product Sales and
the Coin Sales. The balance we want to promote is that which creates the most value in the coin,
may it be 25/75, 30/70, 65/35, or any ratio that promotes the most value of the coin.
Just as our heartbeat will rise while someone is jogging to achieve our desired balance of blood
ow through the body to maintain the jogging, more blood will ow to the legs than the arms.
We want to balance the disbursement of coins at the rate that meets the need, so a balanced
amount of Coins ows to those Miners when they are jogging faster. Therefore, when the Miner
Product Sales change is more signi cant than the Coin Sales, the Miners jog faster and receive
more coins.
We do this by tethering the natural increase in sales "volume" ether on the Product Sales side,
or the Market Sales side with the increase in coins to that particular side, and shift the
disbursement of 5% coin swing from one block to the next block, between the Miners and the
Operations. We achieve this by creating a heartbeat for the PoAM from Block to block by our
Activity Factor (AΦ).

iv https://www.bitcoin.com/satoshi-archive/whitepaper/
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Calculating the Activity Factor
The calculations needed to determine the Activity Factor are:
1. P%Δ
"Product Percent Change" in sales volume from Block to Block, for the Business "Product
Sales."
2. C%Δ
"Coin Percent Change" in sales volume from Block to Block, for the DEX "Coin Sales."
3. S
Shift (S) value ensures that when this value is added to ether P%Δ or C%Δ that the value
is positive and are calculated by adding the absolute value of both P%Δ and C%Δ
together and for the case when ether P%Δ or C%Δ is zero by adding one (+1) we make
sure the value is above zero.
4. ShiftedP%Δ
Shift value (S) is added to P%Δ for a Volume Percent Difference result above zero.
5. ShiftedC%Δ
Shift value (S) is added to C%Δ for a Volume Percent Difference result above zero.
6. V%δ
The Volume Percent Difference (V%δ) formula works with positive numbers greater
than zero, so we will add the Shift (S) value to the values of P%Δ and C%Δ, thereby
shifting the results into the positive. The "Volume Percent Difference" in the ratio from
Block to Block, for the, shifted Volumes "Percent Change in Product Sales" (P%Δ) and
"Percent Change in Coin Sales" (C%Δ).
7. VΔ
"Difference" between the two ratios, "Business Sales" and the "Coin Sales," will
determine what direction the 5% change will go. The larger of the two numbers set the
swing direction as a Positive (POS) or Negative (NEG) side of the zero "0" on the Golden
Ratio Swing Chart.
Formulas for the Activity Factor
We will need to determine for both sides the Percent Change using a Relative Change Formula.
Percent Change “%Δ” = ((B - A ) / A) x 100
Note: We need only the decimal number for our calculations for "Percent Change," so we do not need
to multiply by 100 and drop the "x 100" from all the following formulas.
TrūQoin Percent Change = %Δ = (B - A ) / A
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We need the volumes for both Products and Coin sales channels from both sides from block to
block and apply the TrūQoin's Percent Changes formula.
P%Δ = Business Product Side Percent Change
Product Percent Change (P%Δ) is the change in Product Sales volume from the previous block
to the current block.
Block-A "Previous Block" Product Volume = ProductA
Block-B "Previous Block" Product Volume = ProductB
Solve for Product Volume Percent Change "P" of the ratio between
The volume of Product Sales for the Previous Block to the Current Block.
P%Δ = (ProductB - ProductA ) / ProductA
C%Δ = DEX Side Percent Change
Coin Percent Change (C%Δ) of the volume of Coin Sales from the previous block to the current
block.
Block-A "Previous Block" Coin volume = CoinA
Block-B "Previous Block" Coin volume = CoinB
Solve for Coin Volume Percent Change "C" of the ratio between
The volume of Coin Sales for the Previous Block to Current Block.
C%Δ = (CoinB - CoinA ) / CoinA
V%δ = Volume Percent Difference
We now compare the two sales channels of Products and Coins from the previous block to the
current block by nding the Percent Difference between their Percent Change of Volumes of
Products (P%Δ) and Coins (C%Δ).
Percent Difference Formula
(%δ)= ( |n1−n2| / (n1+n2 / 2) ) × 100
Note: We need only the decimal number for our calculations for "Percent Difference," so we do not
need to multiply by 100 and drop the "x 100" from all the following formulas.
TrūQoin Volume Percent Difference Formula
V%δ = ( |P%Δ - C%Δ| ) / C%Δ
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Shift into the Positive
The Percent Difference Formula requires all numbers greater than zero, and so we will Shift all
Percent Change formulas for Products and Coin by adding the both together and adding that
result to both individually and then adding one.
Shift Amount = S = (|P%Δ| + |C%Δ| ) + 1
NewP%Δ = S + P%Δ = SP%Δ
NewC%Δ = S + C%Δ = SC%Δ
V%δ = (|NewP%Δ - NewC%Δ| ) / C%Δ
Note: The V%δ shows the ratio between the Product and Coin volumes of the previous block to
the current block. This number will range from 0.00 to in nity, limiting the result to 2.00.
VΔ = Greater Change in Volume Sets the Direction
The "Difference" between the (P%Δ) and (C%Δ) will yield a positive or negative value. This value
determines the trend towards the Sales of Products verse Sales of Coin.
P%Δ - C%Δ = VΔ or -VΔ = POS or NEG
AΦ
Solve for AΦ
We have all the data to solve for the Activity Factor (AΦ). The change of the volumes ratios
between the Product Sales and the Coin Sales of the previous block to the current block now
sets the 5% swing in coin allocation for this completed mining Block.
AΦ =(V%δ x VΔ)/|VΔ|
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Market Analysis Two Sales Channels
In comparing TrūQoin value, we can look at the total sales volume of products and coins for
each completed Mined Block. If the value increases block to block, then the number of Sales of
the Business products would re ect more value to the business and is demonstrated by the
market price rises of TrūQoin on the DEX. If there is a larger sales volume, more TrūQoin is
mined and sent to the DEX to supply TrūQoin to the market.
Block Power Number
We can chart the overall business value of TrūIQ and TrūQoin from one block to the following
block by the Block Power Number (BP). This volume per coin number will re ect the value of the
business activity used to Mine the coin as the "Power of the Block" and directly re ects how
well the business is doing from one block to the next.
The Total Sales Volume (TSV) per Mining Block is all Total Product Sales (TPS) from the First
Transaction to the last (2,100), plus all the Coins Sales Volume (CSV) from the DEX in the
current block.
TSV = TPS + CVS
Block Power (BP) is calculated by dividing the Total Sales Volume (TSV) from TrūIQ and
TrūQoin by the Total Number of Coins (TNC) in that block.
BP = TSV / TNC
Halving Effect - Block Power Value Increase
When every 100th block completes, a Mining Halving Event occurs on the next block, and the
effect on the Block Power is that the resulting value will double between the two blocks if the
Total Sales Volume is the same. The effect is that the Scarcity of coins will increase the value.
Halving Effect
BP = TSV / (50% X TNC) = 2 X BP
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Activity Points
Miner Activities that are Positive for Business are Rewarded with Positive Points
The purpose of the PoAM system for mining coins is to link positive business activities with the
release of mined coins that increase the value of TrūQoin on the market. The positive activity is
rewarded by the assigning of "Positive Points."
This system has recognized two general activities that create value: Sales and Business Growth
Activities. The Sales Activities have two different channels. One is of sale business products
channel, and the other is the sales of the coin in the market. The "Positive Activity" of sales is
rewarded by coin. The goal is to increase the sales volume and reward that Activity.
Miner Activities that are Negative for Business are Balanced with Corrective Points
The coin's release is based on the Positive Activity of 2,100 product sales transactions.
Transactions show positive value in the business, but the reverse of a transaction is a real-life
situation. A transaction can be canceled, and the product returned. This reverse transaction is
considered a "Negative Activity," and to maintain that the "True Value" is re ected in the price
of the coin, there needs to be a corrective action taken to rebalance the "Positive Points"
previously given. When this occurs, "Corrective Points" are given to the Miner in the current
block or the following block to rebalance the coin's value by correcting the received
unwarranted Positive Points.
Corrective, Not Punitive
There may be other reasons that Corrective Points are given to a miner, such as points given
due to error or fraud, but those reasons should not be punitive. Points should not be used to
force others into compliance with some goal. When points are used as punishment for Activity,
this punishment does not restore the balance of value in the coin. Instead, this action will result
in a negative value attributed to the coin.
Reducing Negative Activities
In TrūQoin, the release of coins is triggered by-product sales. Once 2,100 transactions are
reached, a block is closed, and coins are minted. Returns or charge-backs can, of course, offset
these "positive" and value-adding activities. However, these returns or "negative" activities are
minimized by reversing and adding a negative multiplier to the Miners original points within the
current or next open block. This process minimizes returns and increases the underlying value
of the coin.
Other Corrective Points
Corrective Points are given to handle Negative activities and, where and when appropriate,
apply these Corrective Points to the Miner's Activity Ledger. These Corrective Points are a
gentle reminder that these types of activities may hinder the long-term growth and value of the
coin. This process, although not draconian, is a subtle and constant reminder to the Miners to
keep transactions and activities within the program on a positive course.
Miner Activities Points – Market / DEX-On-Boarding-System "DOBS"
TrūQoin will enter the market on a decentralized exchange at a price that is determined using
the Market / DEX=On-Boarding System to set the price. This positive activity is rewarded by
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DOBS Points being given for each Catch of 100 TrūQoin purchased. This activity is shown to
have a greater reward for after each Catch is sold, to the miners as an individual and as the
group of Miners by the DOBS Points becoming larger as the price increases as well as the points
are multiplied by the number of Catches individually purchased by a Miner.
Miner Activities Points – Staking Wallet
TrūQoin's Mining wallet has the ability for a Miner to Stake TrūQoin for 10 or 100 Blocks, and
the Miner will receive "Staking Points" for each Staking Wallet the Miner has and for each Block
the Miner's TrūQoin is Staked. This Staking Point activity is shown to have a greater reward as
after each Block the Staking Points become larger, as well as the points are multiplied by the
number of active Stake Wallets a Miner.
Other Miner Activities Points – TRON DAO Community Activities and Eco-system
Miners can do many activities that will be positive for the business, including participating in the
TRON Decentralized Autonomous “DAO” Community and any activity to build the TrūIQ and
TrūQoin business eco-system. The points rewards are not limited and all activities can be
integrated into the Miner Activity Points.
Miner's Mining Points
The Miner's Mining Points (Points) have no monetary value. Instead, points represent the
recognition of Miner's positive efforts for TrūIQ and TrūQoin from Transaction Activities (TA)
and Mining Activities (MA). The Mining Activities would all contain any Corrective Points
received by the Miner. Therefore, the Miner's Mining Points (Points) are calculated by adding
Transaction Activities (TA) and Mining Activities (MA).
Miner's Mining Points (Points) = Transaction Activities (TA) + Mining Activities (MA)
Points = TA + MA
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Miner's Mining Power
Mining Power for each Miner can be upwardly in uenced by the Miner's (Points) received in a
block and by their "Selected Mining Position" (Position). The Miner's Position is a multiplying
factor (Multiplier) on their total Mining Points.
Example One -

Position
A=
B=
C=
D=
E=
F=

TrūIQ Commission
100%
120%
140%
160%
180%
200%

Multiplier
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

1.00
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00

Example Two -

Position
A=
B=
C=
D=
E=
F=

TrūIQ Commission
100%
112%
135%
180%
235%
300%

Multiplier
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

1.00
1.12
1.35
1.80
2.35
3.00

In these examples, the Mining Position signi cantly affects the number of coins received in a
Mining Block. The combination of Mining Points and Mining Position results in a more
considerable Mining Power.
Calculate Miner's Mining Power
Mining Power (MP) is equal to the Miner's Mining Points (Points) multiplied by the Selected
Mining Position (Position).
Mining Power = MP = Points X Position
Total Global Mining Power
Miner's Mining Power from all Miners is combined to calculate the Total Global Mining Power
(Power).
Power = “Miner#1-MP” + “Miner#2-MP” + “Miner#3-MP” + …
Coin Per Point
The Total Global Mining Power (Power) from all Miners is used to calculate the "Coin Per Point"
(CPP) and is calculated by taking the Miner's side percentage of TrūQoin (M%TRQ) from the
Block Split Range Table, and divided by the total Total Global Mining Power (Power) from all
Miners in that block.
CPP = M%TRQ / Power
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Market / DEX- On-Boarding System “DOBS”
Sets the Market Price
The questions most often asked are, "What is the price of TRQ" or "What will TRQ sell for when
it hits the market?"
The answer is the same for any coin on the market; "The price someone is willing to pay for it!"
We let Miner's purchases set the market price, so it is all up to Miners!
We will use our DEX-On-Boarding System" (DOBS) to determine what the starting price
TrūQoin (TRQ) will start trading at on the market by letting the Miners determine that market
price through their purchases of TRQ. The price of each successive set of 100 TRQ will increase
after each Transaction.
DOBS Increases the Perceived Value of TrūQoin
The purpose of DOBS is to set the market price that TrūQoin will enter on an exchange at.
Theoretically, since the price is only increasing as each Catch is sold, the perception is the
TrūQoin value is increasing as someone is willing to pay at least the last price.
DOBS Rules
• All transactions are swapped for TRON (TRX).
• Starting price for 1 TrūQoin is 0.1 TRON
• TrūQoin is sold through DOBS in bundles of 100 TRQ, called a Catch.
• After each Catch sale, the price will increase by 0.1 TRON per TRQ, or 10 TRX per Catch.
• A ten-day counter will start at the beginning of the Catch Sales.
• A ve-minute counter begins after each Catch sale before the following Catch becomes
available.
• There is no limit to the number of Catches you can buy.
• TrūQoins are sent into the Miner's DOBS wallet.
• TrūQoins purchased through DOBS will be locked in until the closing of the 15th block.
• Unlocked TrūQoin may also be sent to the Miner's TrūIQ PayHub wallet for conversion.
• TrūQoin purchased through DOBS in the Miners' wallets may be transferred to other
Miner's DOBS wallets.
• When the ten-day counter reaches zero, the DOBS TRQ price of the last Catch price sold
will determine the initial price on the exchange (DEX).
• The Catch will continue to be sold without further price increases until the DEX launches.
• The DOBS Price is the starting price of TRQ on the new DEX.
• The DEX-On-Boarding-System ends when the DEX launches.
• The remaining mined TRQ not sold will be available on the DEX for sale at the nal DOBS
Price.
• Once TRQ launches on the DEX, the market price will follow the market.
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Private Sale
• The Private Sale has started and will end on April 1st, 2021.
• Those that want to participate in the Private Sale will receive their TrūQoin when the
TrūQoin DEX launches. The "Market On-Boarding System sets the starting price of the
TrūQoin on the DEX." The Private Sale TrūQoin will be placed in the Private Sale Wallet
on the rst day of the DEX, and the Private Sale participants will receive an extra 20%
more TrūQoin over what the Private Sale amount purchased for the Starting Price.
• The TrūQoin will come from available coins not sold in the "Market On-Boarding
System."
• If there is not enough TrūQoin to send to complete the Private Sale on the rst day the
DEX launches, the Mine will add the remainder TrūQoin at the DOBS Price from
Operations allocation from the following Blocks completed or from the repurchased
TrūQoin on the DEX.
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DeFi - Staking Wallet
Staking TrūQoin for Points
Miners of TrūQoin are allowed to "Stake" their TrūQoin to earn additional mining points by
holding their TrūQoin in a Staking Wallet for a period of blocks.
When a Miner stakes their TrūQoin, they hold those coins in a Staking Wallet. In return, the
Miner receives Staking-Points based on how many TrūQoin are on hold in the Staking Wallet at
the close of each Block. Staking points are multiplied by two factors: Count-Multi and StakeMulti.
Staking Wallets allow the Miner to move their TrūQoin in the Miners' mining wallet "My Wallet"
to a Stake account for a speci c number of blocks. Miners have a one-time option per each Block
to stake any amount of coin for a period of ten (10) blocks, one hundred (100) blocks, or both.
The more coin and the longer the coin are held across blocks, the higher the multiplier or reward
will be at the end of each Block.
Increase TrūQoin Value through Scarcity
The scarcity and value of TrūQoin increase via incentives to encourage members to hold their
TrūQoin off-market. The greater the amount of TrūQoin held off-market, and the longer
TrūQoin is withheld from the marketplace, the greater the effect of scarcity on the value of
TrūQoin.
Ideal Situation
The longer the coin is staked, the amount of Points increases. So the incentive for continuing to
keep the TrūQoin staked is by multipliers that increase after each Block Reward.
Rules
New stake wallets appear at the start of a new block. Miners will see a Stake 10 Block and a
Stake 100 Block wallet after each Block completes. Any amount of TrūQoin can be added to one
or both of the two Stake Wallets, but only once per Block per Stake Wallet can TrūQoin be
moved from the mined coin they received.
Since we are setting Multiple Stakes, we can make a great incentive to keep the ALL stakes
running by adding the 2nd Multi of the numbers of currently running stakes.
The two Multipliers, Count-Multi and Stake-Multi, give us the best solution for increasing the
TrūQoin value by keeping the coins staked.
Points Formula ( T X C X S )
The Points are calculated for each Staked Wallet a Miner creates, and the points are added to
the Miner's total points for each Block mined. The Points are calculated by the amount of
TrūQoin (T) the Miner staked in a Stake-10 or Stake-100 wallet, which is multiplied by two
multipliers (Count-Multi “C” and Stake-Multi “S”).
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Count-Multi
Count-Multi is a points multiplier based current number of blocks the Stake has been active. For
example, a Stake-10 Wallet will have its Count-Multi increase from 1 to 10, starting on the rst
Block the TrūQoin was Staked in the Stake-10 wallet and increase to 10. A Stake-100 Wallet
will have its Count-Multi increase from 1 to 100.
Stake-Multi
Stake-Multi is a points multiplier based current number of Stakes that are currently active. For
example, if the Miner stakes TrūQoin in a Stake-100 Block wallet for each Block over 20 blocks,
then Stake-Multi will increase by one each time Stake Wallet starts, and the Stake-Multi will be
20 on the last Block.
Any Stake Ended by moving ALL TrūQoin back to the Mining Wallet; no points for that Block
and Stake-Multi will decrease by 1.
Ending a Stake Wallet Anytime
A Stake Wallet can be ended at any time by sending 100% of TrūQoin back to their Mining
Wallet. The result of ending a Stake Wallet is a decrease in the Stake-Multi buy one (1), and no
points are given for that Stake Wallet when the Block Ends. All other Stake Wallets continue to
be calculated with the new Stake-Multi. Only points for the TrūQoin that remains in the other
Staking Wallets are given. Since the Block Count multiplier (Count-Multi) effect increases each
Block, the total TrūQoin that remain staked is counted, so essential not to remove TrūQoin to
receive the highest reward points.
The Miner can have a Maximum Stake-Multi of 110 because the Longest running Stake Wallet is
100, and the Miner would have to Stake every Block for 100 Blocks to reach a Stake Multi of
100 and continue to stake every Block after that to keep a Stake-Multi of 100 active. An
additional 10 to the 100 comes from the Stake-10 wallets that would add to the Stake-Multi
100 if started in the 91st Block, for each Block until the 100th adding up to the maximum 110
Stake-Multi.
Features
• Stake any amount of (available) TrūQoin from Miner's My Wallet
• Receive Points reward for Staking
• End Stake at any time by moving ALL TrūQoin back to the Mining Wallet.
• Maintain Staking through end of Stake to maximize all Points
• Stake for 10 or 100 Blocks, or both per Block
• Stake one time per Block to the available Stake-10 or Stake-100, or both.
• Points are awarded at the end of each Block.
• Only TrūQoin from the Mining Wallet can be Staked.
• At the end of a Staked Wallet, TrūQoin is available after being moved to the Mining
Wallet.
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Two Stake Wallets
Stake 10 Wallet
Stake 100 Wallet
Stake Points
Stake for Points for each Block, the number of TrūQoin is staked times both multipliers (CountMulti and Stake-Multi).
Example Count-Multi
Start the Stake of 88 TRQ on Block 5 to the Stake 10 Wallet. The Count-Multi starts at one on
the rst Block (Block 4) and increases by 1 for each Block.
Count-Multi Increase
Block 0005 is rst block then Count-Multi
Block 0006 is next block then Count-Multi
Block 0007 is next block then Count-Multi
Block 0008 is next block then Count-Multi
Block 0009 is next block then Count-Multi
Block 0010 is next block then Count-Multi
Block 0011 is next block then Count-Multi
Block 0012 is next block then Count-Multi
Block 0013 is next block then Count-Multi
Block 0014 is next block then Count-Multi

=1
=2
=3
=4
=5
=6
=7
=8
=9
= 10

Count-Multi and Base Points
Base Points is the number of TrūQoin held in the Stake Wallet. Points for a Stake wallet are
multiplied by that wallet’s current Count-Multi.
Block 0005 = 88 Points x 1 Count-Multi = 88 Points
Block 0006 = 88 Points x 2 Count-Multi = 176 Points
Block 0007 = 88 Points x 3 Count-Multi = 264 Points
Block 0008 = 88 Points x 4 Count-Multi = 352 Points
Block 0009 = 88 Points x 5 Count-Multi = 440 Points
Block 0010 = 88 Points x 6 Count-Multi = 528 Points
Block 0011 = 88 Points x 7 Count-Multi = 616 Points
Block 0012 = 88 Points x 8 Count-Multi = 704 Points
Block 0013 = 88 Points x 9 Count-Multi = 792 Points
Block 0014 = 88 Points x10 Count-Multi = 880 Points
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Example Stake-Multi
Start the Stake of 88 TRQ on Block 5 to the Stake 10 Wallet. Since this is the rst Stake Wallet,
the Stake-Multi is one (1) on the rst Block (Block 5) and stays 1 for each Block until a new Stake
Wallet starts. Each new Stake Wallet will increase the Stake-Multi by 1. The Stake-Multi
decreases by 1 (minus 1) when a Stake Wallet completes.
Block 0005 =
Block 0006 =
Block 0007 =
Block 0008 =
Block 0009 =
Block 0010 =
Block 0011 =
Block 0012 =
Block 0013 =
Block 0014 =
Block 0015 =
Block 0016 =

Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-100 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
=3
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-100 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
=8
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Stake-10 Wallet
starts =
Stake-Multi +1
Block 0005 Stake-10
ENDS =
Stake-Multi -1 = 12
No New Stake Wallets =
Stake-Multi +0 = 12
Block 0005 Stake-10
ENDS =
Stake-Multi -1 = 11

=1
=2
=4
=5
=6
=7
=9
= 10
= 11
= 12
= 13

Notes: During Block 0006, two Stake Wallets were started, and the Stake-Multi increased by
two (2) to a total of three (3). This also happened in Block 0010. Two Stake Wallets were
started, and the Stake-Multi increased by two (2) to a total of eight (8).
At Block 0015, a new Stake Wallet stated and added one (1) to the Stake-Multi, but one (1)
Stake Wallet ended, thus reducing the Stake-Multi by one (-1), so the net was zero (0) increase
in the Stake-Multi.
At Block 0016, no new Stake Wallet was stated, and no increase to the Stake-Multi, but one
Stake Wallet ended, thus reducing the Stake-Multi by one, so the net was minus one in the
Stake-Multi.
Stake Wallet Points
Each Stake Wallet Started will receive points until the Stake period ends, or until all that
Member’s TrūQoins are removed from the Stake Wallet.
StakeWalletPoints =
(Number TRQ staked in current Block) X Count-Multi X Stake-Multi
StakeWalletPoints
B0005-Stake-10 with 88 TRQ

Block 0005 = 88 Points x 1 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 88 Points
Block 0006 = 88 Points x 2 Count-Multi x 3 Stake-Multi = 528 Points
Block 0007 = 88 Points x 3 Count-Multi x 4 Stake-Multi = 1056 Points
Block 0008 = 88 Points x 4 Count-Multi x 5 Stake-Multi = 1760 Points
Block 0009 = 88 Points x 5 Count-Multi x 6 Stake-Multi = 2640 Points
Block 0010 = 88 Points x 6 Count-Multi x 7 Stake-Multi = 3696 Points
Block 0011 = 88 Points x 7 Count-Multi x 8 Stake-Multi = 4928 Points
Block 0012 = 88 Points x 8 Count-Multi x 9 Stake-Multi = 6336 Points
Block 0013 = 88 Points x 9 Count-Multi x 10 Stake-Multi = 7920 Points
Block 0014 = 88 Points x 10 Count-Multi x 11 Stake-Multi = 9680 Points
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Assuming we continue from the above example data that each time we stake 100 TrūQoin for
each Stake Wallet.
StakeWalletPoints
B0005-Stake-10 with 100 TRQ

Block 0005 = 100 Points x 1 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 100 Points
Block 0006 = 100 Points x 2 Count-Multi x 3 Stake-Multi = 600 Points
Block 0006 = 100 Points x 3 Count-Multi x 4 Stake-Multi = 1200 Points
Block 0007 = 100 Points x 4 Count-Multi x 5 Stake-Multi = 2000 Points
Block 0008 = 100 Points x 5 Count-Multi x 6 Stake-Multi = 3000 Points
Block 0009 = 100 Points x 6 Count-Multi x 7 Stake-Multi = 4200 Points
Block 0010 = 100 Points x 7 Count-Multi x 8 Stake-Multi = 5600 Points
Block 0011 = 100 Points x 8 Count-Multi x 9 Stake-Multi = 7200 Points
Block 0012 = 100 Points x 9 Count-Multi x 10 Stake-Multi = 9000 Points
Block 0013 = 100 Points x 10 Count-Multi x 11 Stake-Multi = 11000 Points
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StakeWalletPoints
B0005-Stake-100 with 100 TRQ

Block 0005 = 100 Points x 1 Count-Multi x 3 Stake-Multi = 300 Points
Block 0006 = 100 Points x 2 Count-Multi x 4 Stake-Multi = 800 Points
Block 0007 = 100 Points x 3 Count-Multi x 5 Stake-Multi = 1500 Points
Block 0008 = 100 Points x 4 Count-Multi x 6 Stake-Multi = 2400 Points
Block 0009 = 100 Points x 5 Count-Multi x 7 Stake-Multi = 3500 Points
Block 0010 = 100 Points x 6 Count-Multi x 8 Stake-Multi = 4800 Points
Block 0011 = 100 Points x 7 Count-Multi x 9 Stake-Multi = 7200 Points
Block 0012 = 100 Points x 8 Count-Multi x 10 Stake-Multi = 8000 Points
Block 0013 = 100 Points x 9 Count-Multi x 11 Stake-Multi = 9900 Points
Block 0014 = 100 Points x 10 Count-Multi x 12 Stake-Multi = 12000 Points
Block 0015 = 100 Points x 11 Count-Multi x 12 Stake-Multi = 13200 Points
Block 0016 = 100 Points x 12 Count-Multi x 11 Stake-Multi = 13200 Points
Block 0017 = 100 Points x 13 Count-Multi x 10 Stake-Multi = 13000 Points
Block 0018 = 100 Points x 14 Count-Multi x 9 Stake-Multi = 12600 Points
Block 0019 = 100 Points x 15 Count-Multi x 8 Stake-Multi = 12000 Points
Block 0020 = 100 Points x 16 Count-Multi x 7 Stake-Multi = 11200 Points
Block 0021 = 100 Points x 17 Count-Multi x 6 Stake-Multi = 10200 Points
Block 0022 = 100 Points x 18 Count-Multi x 5 Stake-Multi = 9000 Points
Block 0023 = 100 Points x 19 Count-Multi x 4 Stake-Multi = 7600 Points
Block 0024 = 100 Points x 20 Count-Multi x 3 Stake-Multi = 6000 Points
Block 0025 = 100 Points x 21 Count-Multi x 2 Stake-Multi = 4200 Points
Block 0026 = 100 Points x 22 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 2200 Points
Block 0027 = 100 Points x 23 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 2300 Points
Block 0028 = 100 Points x 24 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 2400 Points
Block 0029 = 100 Points x 25 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 2500 Points
Block 0030 = 100 Points x 26 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 2600 Points
Block 0031 = 100 Points x 27 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 2700 Points
Block 0032 = 100 Points x 28 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 2800 Points
Block 0033 = 100 Points x 29 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 2900 Points
Block 0034 = 100 Points x 30 Count-Multi x 1 Stake-Multi = 3000 Points
... continues to Block 0105

Notes: The Stake-Multi decreases at Block 0015 as the Stake-10 wallets ends. At Block 0026,
the Stake-Multi is one (1), and assuming no other Stake Wallets are started, the Stake-Multi will
stay one (1) until the 100th Block at Block 0105. We can see that the highest number of points
was given when the highest number of Stake Wallets were running.
Stake Block Points
A single Block may receive Points from up to 110 Stake Wallets that are running at the time the
Block completes—the advantage of Staking as many TrūQoin as possible for the longest stake
period.
Stake Block Points Formula =

StakeWalletPoints_1 + StakeWalletPoints_2 + StakeWalletPoints_3 + StakeWalletPoints_N + …
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Web3
Miners access the mining site by entering their TronLink Wallet address in their TrūIQ®
dashboard. Once their wallet is uploaded to the mining site, the log in is automatic. Miners keep
your own private keys and control of their TrūQoin.
.
Decentralized
Web3 Login
TronLink Wallet
TruQoin.io
Mining Site
TruQoin.info
Information / Videos / Blog
TruSwap.Plus
DEX Site (Under Development)
TruIQglobal.com
Physical Health Products Sold and Shipped
Data Storage - Smart Contract
Mining data
Transaction Points
Activity Points
Governance DAO
Smart Contracts
Cooperative Mining DAO Private Member Association
TrūQoin Miner Code of Conduct

Miners agree to participate in TruQoin will follow our Code of Conduct:
• Miners will uphold, honor, and maintain the integrity of the Activity Points Rewards system by

•
•

committing to being honest and responsible in their activities to build value in the TrūIQ
business and TrūQoin.
Miners will not lie, cheat, steal, or tolerate those who do.
Miners will conduct themselves with integrity and treat people with dignity and respect.
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TrūQoin Roadmap
March
01, 2021
March
15, 2021
March
20, 2021
August
September
November

February
2022
May
June

June

Q3 2022

Q4 2022
Q4 2022
Q4 2022
Q4 2022
Q1 2023
Q1 2023
Q2 2023

Q3 2023
Q3 2023
NOTE

TrūQoin Project Begins:
White Paper written for a cryptocurrency and mining system based on business and human
activity, creating the rst cryptocurrency to propagate an intrinsic value.
Patents Filed: TrūQoin Consortium Mining Co-Operative les three patents: Proof-of-ActivityMining, Activity Factor (AΦ) and the Golden Ratio Swing, Market / DEX-On-BoardingSystem (DOBS).
Start Web3 Dapp Development:
Begin development of TrūQoin Dapp , with transactional and human activity tracking
Phase 1 - TrūQoin Dapp Architecture – Complete: Decentralized Coin Architecture developed
Phase 2 - Testing TrūQoin Dapp Architecture and Calculations
Load test Miner data for transactions & activities (T&A).
Phase 3 – Starting Test of rst Pre-mined TrūQoin Blocks
Load the past 2 years data for TrūIQ Global transactions & the Miner's activities (T&A)
That completed Block #0001 and #0002 and 20% of Block #0003.
Record all current and future transactions & activities (T&A) to the Blockchain
Phase 4 – Finalize Updates and Testing
Test live daily Transaction and weekly Activity data feeds
Move from TestNet to MainNet TRON Blockchain
Load Block Data for past 2 years of TrūIQ Sales to Blockchain
Phase 5 – Start Onboarding Miners
TrūIQ Global members offered to join TrūQoin Mining Co-Operative
Assigned Miners IDs and Wallet IDs to the TrūQoin Dapp
Claim Prelaunch TrūQoin mined in Blocks #0001, #0002,#0003 and #0004
Phase 6 - Launch TrūQoin Mining Co-operative Dapp
Including Block History, Miners Activity, Wallet, DEX-On-Boarding-System (DOBS) and One
Percent NFT Club
Phase 7 - Launch DEX-On-Boarding-System (DOBS) and One Percent NFT Club
Miners set the starting market price on the TrūQoin Decentralized Exchange by participating in
DOBS by buying TrūQoin CATCH of 100 TRQ at price that increases after each sale.
1% NFT Club Miners can acquire a wallet that collect 1% of the mined TrūQoin from the coin that
is goes to the Operations side.
Launch TrūQoin Wallet Bridge to TrūIQ USD PayHub Wallet
Miner can convert their TrūQoin from their TrūQoin wallet to the TrūIQ Wallet in USD.
Phase 8 – DOBS ends and DEX begins - Launch Decentralized Crypto Exchange
Final DOBS Price is reached and becomes the rst price TrūQoin on the Decentralized
Launch mass marketing
Listing on two cryptocurrency exchanges
Listing on Coin Market Cap and other cryptocurrency tracking services
TrūIQ Products Crypto shopping site launched accepts TrūQoin for payment
TrūQoin obtains ISO 27701:2019 Certi cation
Certi cation for Privacy Information Management
System as an extension of ISO 27001:2013.
TrūQoin ATM and Banking/Debit card integration
Launch private TrūQoin wallet
All dates are approximate and are not guaranteed.
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Appendix A – Disclaimers
This TrūQoin White Paper is a living document, and information is up to date at publishing. Please note information
herein does not constitute investment advice, nancial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice, and you
should not treat any of the content as such. TrūQoin suggests you conduct your own due diligence and consult your
nancial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing any TrūQoin product, joining the mining
cooperative, or participating in mining activities, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or investment and
agree to hold TrūIQ harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. Participating in any cryptocurrency
project is a potentially high-risk activity, including the TrūQoin outlined in this White Paper.
By participating in this TrūQoin cryptocurrency project, the buyer is aware of and accepts all risks related to the
potential lack of nancial results. TrūQoin buyers acknowledge the technological and economic uncertainty of the
project presented in this White Paper and agree that the company's singular obligation is to distribute the TrūQoin
tokens under the conditions de ned in this White Paper.
TrūIQ Global company will not be held liable for any of the following:
• An error, malfunction, malicious action, or violation of White Paper's terms by the user, a third party or service
controlled by a third party;
• All direct or indirect damage that may occur during the operation: cryptocurrency losses, pro ts or nancial
losses or other damages whatsoever in the type;
• The loss of control, any reason (loss, hacking, unwanted disclosure, or technical failure), of the users' login
credentials which would lead to fraudulent use of the tokens;
• The temporary or permanent suspension of the service, whatever the cause, and primarily due to a request from
the public authorities, judicial authority, or any third party;
• Computer failure resulting in loss of data, including content in case of impact the professional Activity of users;
• Lack of compatibility between the service speci city and the customers' requirements;
• Generally, all damage whose cause does not depend on the TrūIQ Global company.
Warning about Points
Points themselves have no value and are not traded for any cryptocurrency, coin, or token outlined in this White
Paper. Points are not an asset and do not securitize any debt instruments, cryptocurrency, coin, token, or anything
else. Points only determine the amount of mined coin to be divided from a completed mined block to miners.
Sales Restrictions
Participation in the TrūQoin project is strictly reserved for natural persons/members of the TrūQoin Private
Member Association and who act within the scope of professional activities. Any Member not acting as a personal
consumer within the meaning of EU Directive 2011/83/EU relating to consumer rights is excluded from the
TrūQoin project.
TRON Protocol: the token is developed on the TRON protocol, which is still experimental. Therefore, the buyer
understands and accepts the risk that an evolution of the protocol might render TrūQoin unserviceable and
unusable.
Legal risk: The TrūQoin project has been structured to comply with current regulations and good practices. TrūIQ
Global and its of cers cannot be held liable in cases where restrictive regulations, injunctions by regulators,
investigation, or laws have a negative impact. Rules applicable to cryptocurrencies or tokens are different in each
country. Buyers are strongly advised to conduct a legal and tax analysis before participating in the TrūQoin project.
Risk of theft and piracy: The TrūIQ Global company cannot be held responsible for "acts of hacking" (in in ltration,
defacement, or DDoS) or computer theft that would affect the funds, the distribution of tokens, or the proper rollout of
the TrūQoin project.
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